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INTRODUCTION

The Schrödinger wave (SW) equation in Quantum Mechanics (QM) is usually solved in

terms of special functions or numerically. The general approach to solving the SW equation

is to reduce its to the equation for hypergeometric function or some special function. To

do that one needs to find first a special transformations for the wave function (w.f.) and

its arguments to reduce the original equation to the hypergeometric form. However, the

solution of the SW equation can be obtained in elementary functions.

We use here the abbreviation SW which means “Schrödinger’s wave” function known

as ψ-function. However, definition of a particle wave (wave of matter) was introduced by

Louis De Broglie in 1924 known as particle-wave duality [1]. Definition of the De Broglie

wavelength follows from some assumptions (chain of relations) for the photon:

E = hν, c = λν, E =
hc

λ
= pc.

From this we obtain the definition of the λB through the Planck constant h and the rela-

tivistic momentum p of the photon:

λB =
h

p
. (1)

This definition is generalized for massive particles [2]. The momenta of relativistic particles

depend on the mass and velocity v by the formula:

p = mvγ ≡ mv√
1− (v/c)2

. (2)

In non-relativistic approximation we have p ' mv.

The squared amplitude of the SW function (ψ-function) at a given point in the coordinate

representation determines the probability density of finding the particle at this point. But

the ψ-function is somewhat of a mystery. On the other hand, the De Broglie wave and the

particle-wave duality are interpreted as a purely relativistic effect associated with standing

wave moving with the particle [3]. The wave λB is copmlitely deterministic and can be

treated as the classical wave because it is expressed via the classical momentum p and the

constant h. The wave equation we derive and solve in this work is not the SW equation, but

coinsides with the one. We develop a technics of direct quantization of the classical action.

I. QUANTIZATION OF THE DE BROGLIE WAVE

Consider a simple mnemonic quantization using the De Broglie wave. We assume, as

mentioned above and noted by many authors, that the De Broglie wave λB is the standing
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wave. If so, then this wave may have resonant frequences corresponding to the wavelengths

equal to: λR = 1
2
λB, λR = λB, λR = 3

2
λB. . . The generalized expression can be written as

λR =
(
n+

1

2

)
λB ≡

(
n+

1

2

)
h/p (3)

or

pλ̄R =
(
n+

1

2

)
h̄, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (4)

where λ̄R = λR/2π. This equation is similar to the quasiclassical quantization condition for

two-turning-point problems [4].

Let us compare (4) with the Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle,

∆x∆p ≥ h̄/2. (5)

The minimal value of (4) is p0λ̄R = h̄/2 at n = 0 and is in agreemant with (5) if we put

∆x = λ̄R0 , ∆p = p0; this is also true for n > 0 when p > p0. Thus, (4) can be considered as

a “decoding” of the Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle if we put λ̄R = ∆x, p => ∆p. The

standing waves can be described by the periodic functions cos(knx + δn) or sin(knx + δn),

where kn are eigenvalues and δn are the corresponding phases.

II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION. FREE MOTION

The Schrödinger waves are described by the SW equation. Separable multi-dimensional

problems are reduced to one-dimensional (1D) SW equations. The static 1D SW equation

for a free particle of mass m [4–6],

1

2m

(
−ih̄ d

dx

)2

ψ(x) = Eψ(x), (6)

has a general solution in the form of a superposition of two plane waves in configuration

space,

ψ(x) = C1e
ikx + C2e

−ikx. (7)

Here C1 and C2 are (in general) complex constants, k = p/h̄ is the wave number defined as

k = 2π/λB for the De Broglie wavelength λB = h/p with the particle constant momentum

p =
√

2mE, h = 2πh̄ is the Plank’s constant.

There is another approach to solving the SW equation. It is known that the SW equation

can be derived with the help of the Bohr’s correspondence principle [5]. This fundamental

principle has been used at the stage of creation of quantum theory. It is used to establish

correspondence between classical functions and operators of QM, and to derive the apparent
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form of the operators. Moreover, the correspondence principle points out the way to a

simplest solution of the SW equation.

The correspondence principle states that the laws of quantum physics must be so chosen

that in the classical limit, where many quanta are involved, the quantum laws lead to the

classical equations as an average. In this way, in [7] this principle has been used to derive

the non-relativistic quasi-classical (QC) wave equation appropriate in the QC region and

the relativistic QC wave equation [8].

We transform (6), which is the energy eigenvalue problem, to the equivalent form

(
h̄

i

d

dx

)2

ψ(x) = p2
Eψ(x), (8)

which is the problem on eigenvalues of p2
E = (h̄k)2 = 2mE, and introduce the dimensionless

phase variable φ = pE/h̄ = kEx. This gives the SW equation in the phase space,

ψ′′φφ + ψ = 0, (9)

which is the linear homogeneous second-order differential (LHD2) equation in canonical form.

The general solution of this equation is given by a superposition of two plane waves in the

phase space {φ},
ψ(φ) = C1e

iφ + C2e
−iφ. (10)

The dimensionless phase variable φ = kx = W/h̄ here is written in terms of the Hamilton’s

characteristic function W = px (the reduced classical action) [9]. The purpose of this work

is to show that the general solution of the SW equation for the case of an interacting particle

has the same form (10) for the corresponding reduced classical action W .

III. 1D SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION WITH INTERACTION

Quantum theory uses the concept of “action in QM”. In the semiclassical approximation,

the “action in QM” is used in the form of an expansion in terms of the Plank’s constant h̄:

S = S0 + h̄S1 + h̄2S2 + . . . [10]. But, in the quantization condition the classical action S0 is

used, and the corrections S1, S2, . . . have no physical meaning, but lead to artificial problems

such as divergence of the solution at the turning points. In our approach the concept of

“action in QM” is NOT necessary for the theory. Let us show that the SW equation and its

solution can be obtained from the classical action [11].

In the general case of an interacting particle, we consider a conservative system when the

Hamiltonian H(x, p) = p2/2m + V (x) is not an explicit function of time t and equals to

the total energy E, which is the constant of motion. In this case the Hamilton’s principal
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function is [9]

S(t, x) = −Et+W (x), W (x) =
∫ x

p(x)dx, (11)

where W (x) is the Hamilton’s characteristic function [9].

The SW equation in this case we write in the form(
h̄

i

d

dx

)2

ψ(x) = 2m[E − V (x)]ψ(x) (12)

and seek solution of this equation resembling the plane wave as closely as possible:

ψ(t, x) = ψ0e
iS(t, x)/h̄. (13)

The first derivative of this function with respect to the variable x is

d

dx
ψ =

i

h̄

(
dW

dx

)
ψ ⇒ h̄

i

d

dx
ψ = p(x)ψ, (14)

where (dW/dx) = p(x) is a generalalized momentum. The second derivative is

d2

dx2
ψ =

[(
i

h̄

)2

p2(x) +
i

h̄

dp

dx

]
ψ ⇒

(
h̄

i

d

dx

)2

ψ(x) =

[
p2(x) +

h̄

i

dp

dx

]
ψ, (15)

where p2(x) = 2m[E − V (x)].

The complex equality (15) gives the SW equation (12) if

h̄

i

dp

dx
= 0 ⇒ p̄ = const, (16)

What does this mean?

The operators in QM are Hermitian, i.e. their eigenvalues are real. The squared momen-

tum operator p̂2 in the left hand side of (15) is Hermitian, if the condition (16) is met. The

Plank’s constant is constant value, not zero, hence, the derivative p′x = 0. This means that

the generalalized momentum p(x) can only take discrete constant values, p̄.

The condition (16) is the key one in solving the SW equation and supplies the Hermiticity

of the squared momentum operator, p̂2, in (15). We emphasize that only if the condition

(16) is satisfied, it is possible to obtain from (15) the SW equation (12).

Functions in mathematics can take both continuous and discrete values for specific values

of argument. The condition (16) is a prerequisite for permitted movements in QM; it defines

allowed motions or stationary states of a quantum system, i.e., the generalized momentum

p(x) can only take some constant discrete values (momentum eigenvalues p̄).
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Let me remind that to solve equations of motions in mechanics, it may be necessary

to take into account some constraints that limit the motion of the system [9, p. 11]. For

example, the beads of an abacus are constrained to 1D motion by the supporting wires.

Constraints may be classified in various ways. If constraints can be expressed as equations

connecting the coordinates of particles (and possibly the time) having the form

f(r1, r2, . . . , t) = 0,

then constraints are said to be holonomic. Constraints not expressible in this fashion are

called non-holonomic. Typically, such constraints depend on the particle velocities (or mo-

menta),

f(v1,v2, . . .) = 0,

and possibly the coordinates.

This is a key point of our approach.

We treat the condition (16) as a non-holonomic constraint!

It restricts the movement of the particle so that the momentum is constant.

IV. SOLUTION OF THE 1D SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION

Thus, equality (16) leads from (15) to the SW Eq. (12) and its general solution of the

form:

ψ(φ) = C1e
iφ + C2e

−iφ, φ(x) =
1

h̄

∫ x

p(x)dx. (17)

The Schrödinger equation (12) can be written in the Sturm-Liouville canonical form [12],

ψ′′xx + [k2 − U2(x)]ψ = 0, (18)

where

k2 = 2mE/h̄2,

U2(x) = 2mV (x)/h̄2,

p2(x) = h̄2[k2 − U2(x)] ≡ 2m[E − V (x)].

Transform (18) to the dimensionless phase variable φ(x) = W (x)/h̄. This can be done using

the identity [13]

d

dx

(
f
dy

dx

)
=

(√
f
d2

dx2
− d2

dx2

√
f

)(√
fy
)

(19)

that gives the equation

Ψ′′φφ + [1− δ(φ)]Ψ = 0, (20)
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where Ψ =
√
pψ. The function (functional)

δ(φ) =
1
√
p

d2√p
dφ2

=
1

2

dε

dφ
+

1

4
ε2, (21)

ε =
h̄

p2

dp

dx
(22)

has the meaning of a potential in the phase space with the properties: 1) δ(φ) = 0 for

V (x) = 0, 2) δ(φ) → ∞ at the turning points (TPs) given by the Eq. p(x) = 0, 3) δ(φ) is

a small quantity of higher order at other points [10]. We can call (20) the SW equation in

the phase space. The fulfillment of the inequality ε � 1 is a necessary condition for the

application of the QC approximation in QM.

The roots of the equation p(x) = 0 separate the classically allowed region where p(x) ≥ 0

from the classically forbidden region where p(x) < 0. The function δ(φ) in (20) has the

properties of the δ-function: according to (16) the quantity ε = k′x/k
2 = p′x/p

2 = 0, therefore,

δ(φ) = 0 excluding the TPs determined by the equality (16); in the TPs δ(φ) → ∞. The

corresponding equations in these regions follow from (20) and are given by the system in

the phase space {φ} [14]  Ψ′′φφ + Ψ = 0, p(x) > 0,

Ψ′′φφ −Ψ = 0, p(x) < 0.
(23)

The general solutions of these equations are Ψ(φ) = Aeiφ +Be−iφ, p(x) > 0,

Ψ(φ) = Ceφ +De−φ, p(x) < 0.
(24)

Solution in QM (w.f.) must be continuous and finite in the entire range (−∞, ∞). To

build the physical solution in the entire range we need to merge the oscillating solution(s)

in classically allowed region where p(x) ≥ 0 with the exponentially decaying solution(s) in

classically inaccessible regions where p(x) < 0 [7].

The functions (24) should smoothly merge into each other at the turning points. Matching

these functions and their first derivatives at the turning point xk gives two equalities A+B = C +D,

iA− iB = −C +D,
(25)

which yield  A =
(
Ceiπ/4 +De−iπ/4

)
/
√

2,

B =
(
Ce−iπ/4 +Deiπ/4

)
/
√

2.
(26)

The connection formulas (26) supply the continuous transition of the general solutions (24)

into each other at the turning point xk.
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The most popular and important in applications are the two-turning point (2TP) prob-

lems [7, 14]. For the 2TP problem, the entire interval (−∞,∞) is divided by the TPs x1

and x2 into three regions. This leads with the help of the connection formulas (26) to the

quantization condition [7, 14]∫ x2

x1

√
2m[E − V (x)]dx = πh̄

(
n+

1

2

)
. (27)

The final solution for the 2TP problems (the state function) in the phase space is [14]

Ψn(φ) = Cn


eφ−φ1 , x < x1,√

2 cos(φ− φ1 − π
4
), x1 ≤ x ≤ x2,

(−1)ne−φ+φ2 , x > x2,

(28)

where φ(n, x) = knx, φ1 = φ(x1) = −π(n+ 1
2
)/2, φ2 = φ(x2) = π(n+ 1

2
)/2 [7]. Here we have

took into account the fact that, for the stationary states, the phase-space variable φ(n, x)

at the TPs x1 and x2 depends on quantum number n and does not depend on the form of

the potential. The normalization coefficient,

Cn =

√√√√ kn
π(n+ 1

2
) + 1

, (29)

is calculated from the normalization condition
∫∞
−∞ |ψn(x)|2 dx = 1.

The solution (28) describes free motion of a particle-wave in the enclosure (the enclosure

being the interaction potential). Therefore, in bound state region, the interaction of the

particle-wave with the potential reduces to reflection of the wave by “walls of the poten-

tial”. The “classical” solution (28) is general for all types of 2TP problems and allows to

solve multi-turning point problems which represent a class of the “insoluble” (by standard

methods) problems with more than two turning points [8].

The oscillating part of (28),

Ψn(x) =

√√√√ 2kn
π(n+ 1

2
) + 1

cos
(
knx+

π

2
n
)
, (30)

has the form of a standing wave. The form of the phase variable φ(n, x) = knx + πn/2

guaranties that the state functions Ψn(φ) are necessarily either symmetric (n = 0, 2, 4, . . .)

or antisymmetric (n = 1, 3, 5, . . .). The function (30) corresponds to the principal term of

the asymptotic series in theory of the LHD2 equations, which in QM gives the asymptote

of the exact solution of the SW equation. The quantization condition (27) in our solution

of the 1D SW equation (12) is not approximate. It is exact, i.e. (27) reproduces the exact

energy spectra for all known solvable 2TP problems in QM [7, 14].
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V. THREE-DIMENSIONAL SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION

The case of three-dimensional (3D) problems was studied in our works [7, 13]. The

derivation of the 3D wave equation (37) can be performed siminarly to 1D case given above.

Consider the case of a central potential. In spherical coordinates, the variables are separated

and the generating function is

ψ(t, r) = Ce−i[Et−W (r)]/h̄, (31)

where W (r) = W (r) +W (θ) +W (ϕ). The first derivative gives

~∇ψ(t, r) =
i

h̄
(~∇W )ψ(t, r). (32)

The second derivative results in the SW equation,(−ih̄~∇)2

2m
+ V (r)

ψ(~r) = Eψ(~r). (33)

A QC analysis of (33) was performed [13]. The SW equation (33) was reduced to the form

of the classical HJ equation. Separation of the resulting equation using the correspondence

principle results in the three 1D equations in canonical form (18),

h̄2 d
2

dr2
+ 2m(E − V )−

~M2

r2

R(r) = 0, (34)

[
h̄2 d

2

dθ2
+ ~M2 − M2

z

sin2 θ

]
Θ(θ) = 0, (35)[

h̄2 d
2

dϕ2
+M2

z

]
Φ(ϕ) = 0, (36)

where ~M2 = (l + 1
2
)2h̄2, M2

z = m2h̄2 are the constants of separation and, at the same time,

integrals of motion [7]. These equations are equivalent to the 3D equation

[
(−ih̄)2∆c + U(r)

]
Ψ(~r) = p2

EΨ(~r), (37)

∆c =
∂2

∂r2
+

1

r2

∂2

∂θ2
+

1

r2 sin2 θ

∂2

∂ϕ2
. (38)

Here (37) is the wave equation in canonical form for the eigenvalue of the square of the

momentum p2
E = 2mE; ∆c is the canonical operator, U(r) = 2mV (r). Note that (37) is not

the SW equation, bun it can be called as the SW equation in canonical form. Solution of (37)

reproduces the exact energy spectra for all known solvable 2TP problems in QM [7, 14, 15].
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CONCLUSION

1. We have shown that the Schrödinger wave equation can be derived using the classical

action — the Hamilton’s principal function; it is the key object in our approach. In our

approach, there is no place for the concept “action in Quantum Mechanics”.

2. We have obtained the Schrödinger equation in the phase space.

3. We have derived the connection formulas in the phase space using which we obtained

the exact quantization condition for two-turning-point problems.

4. The general solution of the obtained equation is given by the superposition of two

plane waves in the phase space.

5. We have generalized our approach for three-dimensional Schrödinger equation.

The same simple rules and the general solution formulated for two-turning-point problems

can be applyed for multi-turning-point problems, as well. This approach can be easily

generalized for the non-separable problems. Our approach can be considered as a general

method for solving the Schrödinger equation.
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